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Abstract 

The purpose of this report is to describe which information systems are using in 

Farmaprojects, SA and learn different information systems to see the advantages and 

disadvantages of each. In addition, it teaches us a future to understand and choose the 

one that suits us. 
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1. Introduction  

Farmaprojects, SAU is a company focused in the pharmaceutical sector. It began in 

1988 as a consultancy, providing regulatory services to the pharmaceutical industry. 

In 1995, they began to develop generic products for third parties. A few years later, in 

1998, changed and began to develop their own generic products. In 2000, obtained the 

authorization of pharmaceutical company creating its own laboratory of Analytical 

Development and Quality Control. In 2003, he first opened a representative office in 

Mumbai, India which continues to this day. Along with offices in Shanghai and Basel. 

In 2006, we granted the certificate GMP (Good Manufacturing Price Regulations) 

which was promulgated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. This certificate 

proves that the products are safe, pure and effective, ie that the consumer does not have 
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to worry about. In 2006, established a new form of management, "Managing by 

Values." This is a new business management proposal is humanist and inclusive is 

based on different approaches and theories. In 2009, allied with a Polish company called 

Polpharma which was established in 1935 and is currently the largest Polish 

manufacturer of generic drugs and pharmaceutical substances. Farmaprojects works 

under the motto "Your success is what Matters to us." 

The legal form of company is a one-man corporation, is a multinational matrix is Spain. 

He has over twenty years since its birth and has 110 employees. He was born as a 

family business until the Poles acquired the firm. Farmaprojects has a turnover of     

35M€. 

The average age of employees is 40 years, basically consists of women (70%) and the 

rest (30%) are male. 

2. Information systems 

The main company's computer system is an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) 

called axonal Deister developed by the company in Barcelona and the database is 

Informix. Additionally each PC user has a license of Microsoft Office (Excel, Word, 

Outlook, PowerPoint, mainly). 

All financial transactions are recorded in the ERP to facilitate the registration and 

accounting. This system collects complete outstanding accounts payable and 

receivables, also the cash receipts and payments are recorded in the system. 

All transactions are associated with multiple people in the company which affects 

several departments, from a purchase requisition, approval, print the order (Purchasing), 

receipt of the merchandise (store), record of the invoice (Accounts-accounts pay), 

payment approval, payment and recording of payment (Treasury). All these basic 

functions are carried out with the ERP system of axonal Deister. 

3. Conclusions 

The axonal ERP of Deister, has integrated all transactional functions of the 

departments for purchases and sales. 
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ERP and Microsoft tools are very useful and may be sufficient for the routine 

management of an enterprise; but to perform certain jobs require other more specialized 

tools for more specialized areas such as: 

i. Business intelligence: obtain accurate information for decision making of 

a huge database that will be useful. 

ii. Treasury: cash pooling / investment decisions. 

iii. Consolidation of business: tools for business groups and see the results 

as a group, eliminating transactions between group companies. 
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